Stewards: J. Evans, M Fernholz, M Herrmann
Veterinary Surgeon: Dr. C. Doyle

Race 1  G-SIX CINDERELLAS.COM.AU MAIDEN STAKE  388m  Maiden
-A swab sample was taken from the winner CONVICT CULLEN.
-SPRING FRESH was slow to begin. On the first turn CONVICT CULLEN moved down checking BROTHER MAC.

Race 2  G-SIX SKY RACING MAIDEN STAKE  388m  Maiden
-A swab sample was taken from the winner DUCK YOUR HEAD.
-Shortly after the start EDDY’S IMPACT turned its head outwards at FREE FALLIN’ and was reported for failing to pursue, then EDDY’S IMPACT continued to move out as CHEDWICK moved down causing EMERLEY STAR, GENTLE BURNER and FREE FALLIN’ to be checked. On the first turn EMERLEY STAR moved out checking CHEDWICK. Along the back straight FREE FALLIN’ checked around the heels of GENTLE BURNER. On the turn into the home straight EMERLEY STAR and CHEDWICK bumped.
-EDDY’S IMPACT was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.
Stewards acting under GAR69A(2)(a) SUSPENDED EDDY’S IMPACT FOR 28 DAYS ANGLE PARK ONLY AND UNTIL THE COMPLETION OF A SATISFACTORY TRIAL.

Race 3  G-SIX 100 BURGERS @ MCQUEENS JUVENILE STAKE  388m  Juvenile
-A swab sample was taken from the winner PETER LEE.
-Shortly after the start SPEED CRAZY and TOORA ZIGGY bumped. On the first turn ORPHAN’S GIRL moved down checking TOLERANT and SPEED CRAZY causing TOLERANT to move out checking BURNING GLOW. Along the back straight TOORA ZIGGY checked around the heels of TOLERANT.

Race 4  G-SIX ONLY AT THE DOGS STAKE  388m  Grade 6
-There were no racing incidents to report.
-Along the back straight BELL OF EDEN moved out checking SHOCKED. On the turn off the back straight BELL OF EDEN moved down checking GOOD BOLONEY. On the turn off the back straight NIGHT SENTINEL and then VIBRANT LEE moved down checking NO NOT YET. On the turn into the home straight NO NOT YET checked around the heels of BANGOR MIST.

Race 5  KURT DONSBERG PHOTOGRAPHY MIXED STAKE  388m  Mixed 3/4/5
-On the first turn VELOCITY FLAME moved down checking VICTA CHOCO, then shortly after VICTA CHOCO moved down checking OMBRE ROSE, RIPPLE RYDER and DOLLY JO. On the turn off the back straight RIPPLE RYDER moved down checking TAG AND RELEASE and VICTA CHOCO causing both greyhounds to drop back checking DOLLY JO.

Race 6  BGC INDUSTRIAL CLEANING SUPPLIES STAKE  388m  Grade 5
-There were no racing incidents to report.

Race 7  CASH UP YOUR CLUB @ GRSA STAKE  515m  Grade 6
-Shortly after the start DOUBLE ATTITUDE moved down checking RELEASE THE FURY. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 8  BARGAINSTEELCENTRE.COM.AU STAKE  515m  Grade 5
-Along the back straight BELL OF EDEN moved out checking SHOCKED. On the turn off the back straight BELL OF EDEN moved down checking SHOCKED and DYNAlISTAIR.

Race 9  G-SIX MCQUEENS TAVERN MIXED STAKE  600m  Mixed 6/5
-On the first turn WOOLOOGA moved down checking FLY BY THEM. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 10  G-SIX GAP SA STAKE  388m  Grade 6
-Entering the back straight ASTON NIKITA moved out checking LATE MISSILE. There were no further racing incidents to report.
Race 11  G-SIX ACCELL THERAPY STAKE  388m  Grade 6

- Rotor Blade went up with the lids. On the first turn Rotor Blade checked around the heels of Loggie Bridge then moved out checking Slave To Love. Along the back straight Taylor Jayde and Blackwater Girl came together and bumped. On the turn into the home straight Taylor Jade and Blackwater Girl came together and bumped resulting in both greyhounds being checked.

Race 12  G-SIX SECURE RACING LOGISTICS STAKE  388m  Grade 6

- A swab sample was taken from the winner Wild Marilyn.
- On the first turn Vincent Tyson moved down checking Huey Lee and Claretown Lilly. On the turn off the back straight Wild Marilyn moved down checking Victa Brayden and Long Gully Don.
- Long Gully Don was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS STOOD DOWN FOR 30 DAYS.

| SUMMARY |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| **LATE SCRATCHINGS** | **CONVICT CULLEN (R1) | WITHDRAWN BY STEWARDS | 10 DAYS (NOT ON COURSE) |
| **MAIDEN WINNERS** | CONVICT CULLEN (R1) | DUCK YOUR HEAD (R2) |
| **SWAB SAMPLES** | CONVICT CULLEN (R1) | DUCK YOUR HEAD (R2) | PETER LEE (R3) | WILD MARILYN (R12) |
| **SUSPENSIONS** | EDDY’S IMPACT (R2) | FAILING TO PURSUE [GAR69A(2)(a)] | 28 DAYS & 1 STAT |
| **INJURIES** | LONG GULLY DON (R12) | RIGHT FRONT TOE DISLOCATION | 30 DAYS |